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ABSTRACT

Over the last decade, nanoparticles have become particles of great research
interest because of their inherent chemical compositions such as size, shape,
ability to be coated by other molecules, and control over their magnetic
properties. The Assembly of these particles into a monolayer allows their
unique properties to be harnessed and applied in various fields of study. The
goal of this study was to use various surface modification techniques to
assemble magnetic iron oxide (Fe3O4) nanocubes suspended in a 3:1
chloroform: methanol dispersing agent, into a monolayer. By exploring
literature on how changing different factors such as plasma cleaning,
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique, and annealing, the conditions optimal for
the monolayer formation were characterized and verified using transmission
electron microscopy (TEM)  imaging and subsequent analysis.
For the primary objective of nanoparticle assembly into monolayer films, the
techniques of spin coating onto a carbon TEM  substrate was used. The role of
TEM grid modification using plasma cleaning and LB technique was explored
to see the effect on the even distribution of the nanoparticles.
Post-modification annealing on spin-coated nanoparticles was also explored
and was projected to play a vital role in morphological stability and even
particle distribution on the carbon TEM substrate. After annealing, the grids
are imaged under TEM at different magnifications.
Using the Java-based program, Image J, it was found that the nanocubes
maintained their shape and the mean cubic length of 15.50 nm at temperatures
ranging from 100 – 150 oC. The TEM grids with no surface modification,
annealed at 100 oC showed the highest area coverage of 80%. The results so
far indicate that plasma cleaning of TEM grids can hinder the formation of a
uniform monolayer. This could be due to the unfavorable interaction between
the hydrophobic decanoic acid coating of nanocubes and the hydrophilic TEM
grid. The TEM grids coated with heptadecanoic acid (HDA) had a more
evenly dispersed layer of nanocubes. This could be due to the favorable
hydrophobic interactions between hydrocarbon chains of HDA and decanoic
acid. The study reveals how different surface modification techniques affect
the assembly of nanocubes into a monolayer formation. Further investigation
is needed to confirm if annealing of nanocubes at 100˚ C on a hydrophobic
substrate is the best modification to promote the formation of a uniform
monolayer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Nanoparticles and the History of Nanotechnology

Over the last decade, nanoparticles have become particles of great research

interest because of their inherent chemical compositions such as size, shape, and their

ability to be coated by other molecules, that allow them to be applied in various fields of

study. Nanotechnology is defined as the understanding and control of matter at

dimensions between 1 and 100 nm where unique phenomena enable novel applications1.

Although human exposure to nanoparticles has occurred throughout human

history, it dramatically increased during the industrial revolution. The study of

nanoparticles, however, is not new. The concept of a “nanometer” was first proposed by

Richard Zsigmondy, the 1925 Nobel Prize Laureate in chemistry. He coined the term

nanometer explicitly for characterizing particle size and he was the first to measure the

size of particles such as gold colloids using a microscope 2. The beginning of the 21st

century has seen an increased interest in the emerging fields of nanoscience and

nanotechnology. In a timeframe of approximately half a century, nanotechnology has

become the foundation for remarkable industrial applications and exponential growth.

Today, nanotechnology impacts human life every day. The potential benefits are many

and diverse.

1.2. Classification of Nanoparticles

Nanoparticles can be broadly classified into three groups - organic, inorganic, and

magnetic nanoparticles. Organic nanoparticles may include carbon nanoparticles, such as

fullerenes, while some of the inorganic nanoparticles may include nanoparticles such as
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iron oxide, noble metal nanoparticles, such as silver and gold, and semiconductor

nanoparticles such as titanium dioxide and zinc oxide.

There is a growing interest in inorganic nanoparticles as they provide superior

material properties with functional versatility 3. Due to their size features and surface

chemistry modification, inorganic nanoparticles have been examined as potential tools for

a variety of applications. Inorganic nanomaterials have been widely used for cellular

delivery due to their versatile features like wide availability, rich functionality, good

biocompatibility, the capability of targeted drug delivery, and controlled release of drugs.4

Magnetic nanoparticles are nanomaterials that consist of magnetic elements, such

as iron, nickel, cobalt, chromium, manganese, gadolinium, and their chemical

compounds. Magnetic nanoparticles are superparamagnetic because of their nanoscale

size, offering great potentials in a variety of applications in their bare form or coated with

a surface coating and functional groups chosen for specific uses.5

1.3. Unique Nanoparticle Properties

Several physical phenomena become more pronounced as the size of the system

decreases. Certain phenomena may not come into play as the system moves from macro

to micro-level but may be significant at the nanoscale. One example is the increase in

surface area to volume ratio which alters the mechanical, thermal, and catalytic properties

of the material. The increase in surface area to volume ratio leads to the increasing

dominance of the behavior of atoms on the surface of the particle over that of those in the

interior of the particle, thus altering the properties. The electronic and optical properties

and the chemical reactivity of small clusters are completely different from the
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better-known property of each component in the bulk or at extended surfaces. Some of

the size-dependent properties of nanoparticles are quantum confinement in

semiconductors, surface plasmon resonance in some metallic nanoparticles, and

paramagnetism in magnetic nanoparticles.6

Figure 1: Schematic representation of unique, and modifiable nanoparticle

properties 7

1.4. Magnetic Nanoparticles

Magnetic nanoparticles represent an important class of functional nanoparticles

because of their nanoscale properties and size-dependent magnetic applications.5 They

show remarkable new phenomena such as high field irreversibility, high saturation field,

superparamagnetism, extra anisotropy contributions, or shifted loops after field cooling.

These phenomena arise from side effects and surface effects that dominate the magnetic
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behavior of individual nanoparticles.8 They feature a magnetic ore such as iron, cobalt, or

nickel along with a functioning group such as oxygen. Iron oxide nanoparticles (Fe3O4)

and its oxidized state maghemite (γ- Fe2O3) are by far the most commonly employed

nanoparticles for biomedical applications. Highly magnetic materials such as cobalt and

nickel are susceptible to oxidation, resulting in high toxicity. Hence they are of little

interest.9

1.4.1. Coercivity and Superparamagnetism

One of the most prominent features of magnetic nanoparticles is their

size-dependent magnetic properties. Frenkel and Dorfman were the first to predict that a

particle of ferromagnetic material below a critical size would consist of a single magnetic

domain.10 A magnetic domain refers to a volume of ferromagnetic material in which all

magnetons are aligned in the same direction by the exchange forces. This concept of

domains distinguishes ferromagnetism from paramagnetism.

Coercivity is the ability of ferromagnetic material to withstand an external field

without being demagnetized. It is found that as the size of the nanoparticle decreases, the

number of magnetic domains reduces, and subsequently, the coercivity of the

nanoparticles increases. However, when the size of single-domain particles further

decreases below a critical diameter, the coercivity becomes zero, and such particles

become superparamagnetic. What is unique about superparamagnetic nanoparticles is that

they become magnetic in the presence of an external magnet, but revert to a nonmagnetic

state when the external magnet is removed. This avoids an 'active' behavior of the

particles when there is no applied field. Introduced in the living systems, particles are
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'magnetic' only in the presence of an external field, which gives them unique advantages

when working in biological environments.11

Figure 2: Schematic representation of magnetic nanoparticles coercivity

through multi-domain and superparamagnetic domain levels

1.5. Synthesis and Growth Mechanisms

Despite the availability of several methods that are capable of producing

nanoparticles at various stages of academic or commercial development such as plasma-

or flame-based syntheses, the quality and consistency of nanoparticles can differ from

process to process.12 The inability of many processes to manufacture high-quality

nanomaterials consistently and safely is in part due to inherent limitations of processes or

lack of knowledge on particle−parameter behaviors. For example, processes that involve

very high temperatures such as flame, combustion, or plasma processes result in phase

separation or extensive agglomeration with low surface areas 13. Some of these methods
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also produce highly charged nanoparticles in the gas phase, which could potentially be

hazardous to workers as they are airborne and present a potential inhalation hazard.14

1.5.1. Different Nanoparticle Synthesis Methods

A variety of physical and chemical methods can be utilized to synthesize

nanoparticles, listed below:

The sol-gel technique is a wet-chemical technique used for the fabrication of

metal oxides from a chemical solution which acts as a precursor for an integrated network

(gel) of discrete particles or polymers. The precursor sol can be either deposited on the

substrate to form a film, cast into a suitable container with the desired shape, or used to

synthesize powders. 15

Laser ablation is the process of removing material from a solid surface by

irradiating it with a laser beam. At low laser flux, the material is heated by absorbed laser

energy and evaporates or sublimates. At higher flux, the material is converted to plasma.

The depth over which the laser energy is absorbed and the amount of material that is

removed by a single laser pulse depends on the material’s optical properties and the laser

wavelength. Carbon nanotubes can be produced by this method.16

In the inert gas condensation synthesis method, different metals are evaporated in

separate crucibles inside an ultra-high vacuum chamber filled with helium or argon gas at

a typical pressure of few 100 pascals. As a result of interatomic collisions with gas atoms

in the chamber, the evaporated metal atoms lose their kinetic energy and condense in the
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form of small crystals which accumulate on a liquid nitrogen-filled cold finger. Ex: gold

nanoparticles have been synthesized from gold wires.17

Solvothermal synthesis is a versatile low-temperature route in which polar

solvents under pressure and at temperatures above their boiling points are used. Under

solvothermal conditions, the solubility of reactants increases significantly, enabling the

reaction to take place at a lower temperature.18

Chemical reduction, which is the reduction of an ionic salt in an appropriate

medium in the presence of surfactant using reducing agents. Some of the commonly used

reducing agents are sodium borohydride, hydrazine hydrate, and sodium citrate.19

1.5.2. La-Mer Mechanism

The magnetic iron oxide nanocubes used in this study were synthesized by the

“La Me Synthesis”.6 First is the decomposition using the heat where reducing agents

work on the metal to break it down into many free atoms at reflux at a specified

temperature. The second is the process of nucleation. Nucleation is a purely

thermodynamic model which describes the process of the first step in a first-order phase

transition. It describes the appearance of a new phase – the nucleus – in the metastable

primary phase.20 The free atoms arrange initially in a pattern resembling a crystal. It

allows for new particles to grow on top and agglomerate forming the nanoparticles

crystal shape/size depending on reagents and temperature duration. After the formation of

the nanoparticles, a surfactant coating is used to cap further growth. This process occurs

during synthesis, as well as at reflux. Capping molecules coat the nanoparticles that have

been formed and cap them, stopping the growth at that specified temperature and
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fostering repulsion between the nanoparticles creating stabilization. The concentration of

capping molecules affects the size and shape of the nanoparticles.

Figure 3: La Mer diagram schematic - reaction time vs. atom saturation.20

1.6. Monolayer Formation

Recently, many attempts have been made to develop techniques and processes

that would yield 'monodispersed colloids' consisting of uniform nanoparticles both in size

and shape.21 For various biomedical applications, uniform iron oxide nanoparticles need

surface modification processes to achieve biocompatibility and long-term stability.22

Nanoparticles possess unique properties associated with their core materials that differ

from their bulk counterparts. Some of these properties are distinctive magnetic, photonic

as well as electronic behavior. The assembly of these particles into a monolayer allows

these unique behaviors to be harnessed and applied in a variety of industries.
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Figure 4: The formation of Maghemite (γ - Fe2O3) monolayer.23

1.7. Application of nanoparticles

Nanoparticles applications span a wide range of industries including

nanotechnology, biomedical applications, environmental applications, and data science

applications. In this section, we see the various uses of nanoparticles in these different

sectors.

1.7.1. Nanotechnology

Nanotechnology is recognized as an emerging enabling technology for the 21st

century, in addition to the already established areas of information technology and

biotechnology. This is because of the scientific convergence of physics, chemistry,

biology, materials, and engineering at the nanoscale, and of the importance of the control

of matter at the nanoscale on almost all technologies.24 Nanoscience and nanotechnology

have already been applied in various fields, such as computer electronics,

communication, energy production, medicine, and the food industry. The nanoscale
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devices are often manufactured with the view to imitate the nanodevices found in nature

and include proteins, DNA, membranes, and other natural biomolecules.25

1.7.2. Biomedical

Nanoparticles have a wide range of applications in the biomedical field. They are

utilized in the detection of biomolecules, sample separation, purification and

concentration, substrate coding, signal transduction, and amplification.26

Figure 5: Applications of nanoparticles in different biological research

studies including (a) substrate labeling, (b) sample concentration/separation, (c)

substrate coding, and (d) signal transduction and amplification.26

They have been used as signal reporters to detect biomolecules in DNA assay,
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immunoassay, and cell bioimaging. Usually, they are derivatized with different functional

groups such as nucleic acid-targeted oligonucleotide probes, antibodies, and protein to

produce nanoprobes. Gold nanoparticle-based probes have been used in the identification

of pathogenic bacteria in DNA-microarray technology.27

Alternatively, nanoparticles can be utilized as fluorophores in fluorescence in situ

hybridization. Quantum Dots attached to a specific oligonucleotide probe or

immunoglobulin G have been used to successfully detect the human Y chromosome 28,

and to locate cancer markers in cellular imaging in cancer studies.29

Magnetic nanoparticles are mainly used to assist the separation, purification, and

concentration of different biomolecules. To do so, different capturing molecules such as

antibodies and oligonucleotide probes can be immobilized on the surface of magnetic

nanoparticles.26

1.7.3. Environmental

Although there are fewer applications of nanoparticles in environmental studies

than in biomedical studies, they have been used in a few sectors including microbial and

monitoring detection, and chemical degradation, and source recovery.26

The use of quantum dots as a fluorescence labeling system in microbial detection

has been successfully demonstrated. Thiolated CdSe-core quantum dots could be

conjugated with wheat germ agglutinin, a lectin that is commonly found in gram-positive

bacteria.30

12



The detection and monitoring of microorganisms can be further accelerated using

nanoparticles in a fluorescence labeling system in microfluidic devices. For example, a

simple microfluidic device has been developed for the rapid detection of viruses present

in aqueous environments.31

Nanoparticle-based fluorescence reporting systems can be further developed to

achieve rapid bacterial detection at the single-cell level. With the improvement in the

fluorescence reporting system, the fluorescence intensity emitted by one E. coli O157 cell

was sufficient to be detected using a normal spectrofluorometer in a conventional

plate-based immunological assay.32

Several studies have utilized bimetallic nanoparticles as an effective oxidant

instead of granular zero-valency metal in the cleanup of environmental contaminants,

mainly because (i) nanoparticles can diffuse or penetrate a contamination zone where

microparticles cannot reach, and (ii) higher reactivity to redox-amenable contaminants

than that of microsized particles can be obtained.33

1.7.4. Data Science

Data storage is one area of technology where nanotechnology has been used even

before the term nanotechnology became popular. The magnetic recording media -  the

disk that stores information in hard disk drives, used nanotechnology in the late 1990s, in

the form of grains that are 15 nm or less in diameter (the grains in current technology are

about 8 nm in diameter).34
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Flash-based memory chips used in computers and cameras today consist of

semiconductor materials covered by an insulating oxide layer, which is only a few

nanometres thick. Saving and deleting data on Flash storage media is only possible by

using a phenomenon of quantum mechanics and this nanotechnology. The advantages of

Flash-based memory chips, USB, and SSD cards would not be possible without the

reduction in size beyond the nanometer barrier. But over the years, due to the increase in

big data, other methods have been discovered that both minimize the storage space used

and allow you to save more data in less space. With more and more companies creating

massive amounts of data, research continues into the field of data storage; most of which

use nanotechnology.35

1.8. Substrate Manipulation

In an attempt to aid the formation of a smooth, and evenly dispersed iron oxide

nanocube monolayer, substrate modification, and post-assembly manipulation can be

utilized. In this study,  modification techniques such as plasma cleaning, Langmuir

trough, and annealing processes were utilized to promote the formation of the

nanoparticle monolayer.

1.8.1. Plasma Cleaning

Plasma cleaning of solid surfaces is one of the hot topics of the very

fast-developing field of plasma treatment of materials. Plasma cleaning has been

implemented already in several industries such as semiconductor processing and

microchip fabrication, metallurgy, the optical industry, dentistry, medical technologies,

food packaging – to name just the most important areas.
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Plasma cleaning is the process of removing all organic matter from the surface of

an object through the use of an ionized gas called plasma. This is generally performed in

a vacuum chamber utilizing oxygen and/or argon gas. The cleaning process is

environmentally safe as there are no harsh chemicals involved. Plasma often leaves a free

radical on the surface being cleaned to further increase the bondability of that surface.36

The purpose of plasma cleaning in this study is to utilize the ability of oxygen

plasma to increase the hydrophilicity of the substrate and subsequently promote the

formation of a smooth monolayer.

1.8.2. Langmuir Blodgett Technique

Langmuir Blodgett’s (LB) films have been the subject of scientific

curiosity for most of the twentieth century. However, interest has grown significantly

since the 1970s - a direct result of the world of Hans Kuhn and colleagues on the energy

of transfer in multilayer systems.  This introduced the idea of molecular engineering -

using the LB technique to position certain molecular groups at a precise distance to

others. In this way, new thin-film materials could be built up at the molecular level.37

The LB deposition method offers a combination of controlled deposition, a wide

range of substrates, and usability in ambient conditions. In an LB deposition process, a

nanoparticle suspension is first deposited at the air/water interface, then, the resulting

film is compressed to the desired surface pressure and particle density and then

transferred onto a solid substrate by dipping the substrate into and through the particle

layer. The deposition can then be repeated to fabricate alternating layer structures or

performed at different speeds and temperatures.38
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The use of LB in this study is to coat the substrate of choice in a controlled

manner with a hydrophobic compound to help enable the formation of a smooth

monolayer.

1.8.3. Annealing

Several papers discuss the role of annealing in the altercation and manipulation of

nanoparticle assembly.  It is seen that self-assembled Pt nanoparticles evolution on

c-plane sapphire was based on the control of annealing temperature and duration, in

which the coherent effect of surface diffusion, surface energy minimization, Rayleigh

instability, and Ostwald ripening lead to the formation of various configuration, size, and

density of Pt nanoparticles.39,40,41

1.9. The goal of this Study

The goal of this study is to use various surface modification techniques to

assemble magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles suspended in a 3:1 chloroform: methanol

dispersing agent into a monolayer.  By exploring the literature on how changing different

factors such as plasma cleaning, Langmuir, trough, and annealing, the conditions optimal

for the monolayer formation are characterized and verified using transmission electron

microscopy imaging and subsequent analysis.

For the primary objective of nanoparticle assembly into monolayer films, the

techniques of spin coating onto a carbon TEM substrate are analyzed. The role of TEM

grid modification using plasma cleaning and Langmuir trough is explored to see the

effect on the even distribution of the nanoparticles. Post-modification annealing on spin
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coating is also explored and is projected to play a vital role in morphological stability and

even particle distribution on the carbon TEM substrate. The work in the study aims to

gather more knowledge on the manipulation of the TEM grid substrate as well as

annealing of magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles to understand the effect on the assembly

of an even monolayer for a variety of different applications.
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2. INSTRUMENTAL

2.1 Substrate Modification

In an attempt to aid the formation of a smooth, and evenly dispersed iron oxide nanocube

monolayer, substrate modification, and post-assembly manipulation can be utilized. In this study,

the substrate of choice, a carbon-based TEM grid is modified using plasma cleaning, and

Langmuir trough techniques to alter the hydrophobic nature of the grid. Post manipulation of the

substrate, the magnetic iron oxide nanocubes adhere to the substrate where they undergo post

assembly manipulation via annealing processes.

Figure 6:  Schematic representation of the variables used in this experiment

2.1.1 Plasma Cleaning
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In this project, a plasma cleaner is used for both removing organic contaminants on the

TEM grid, and for hydrophilizing the surface. Plasma cleaning can be applied to an array of

materials along with surfaces with complex geometries. A plasma cleaning system allows the

efficient cleaning of a surface without harming other properties of the surface.

Figure 7: Schematic representation of surface oxidation, post plasma cleaning

The three known states of matter are solid, liquid, and gas. We can move between the

states by adding or removing energy (e.g. heating/cooling). If we continue to add enough energy,

gas molecules will become ionized (lose one or more electrons) and so carry a net positive

charge. If enough molecules are ionized to affect the overall electrical characteristics of the gas

the result is called plasma. A plasma contains positive ions, electrons, neutral gas atoms or

molecules, UV light, and also excited gas atoms and molecules, which can carry a large amount

of internal energy. Plasmas glow because the light is emitted as these excited neutral particles

relax to a lower energy state (Figure 8). All of these components can interact with the surface

during plasma treatment. By choosing the gas mixture, power, pressure, etc. we can quite

precisely tune, or specify, the effects of the plasma treatment.42
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Figure 8: Plasma cleaning a contaminated substrate.42

Plasma treatment can be performed in an evacuated enclosure or chamber. The air is

pumped out and gas is allowed to flow in at low pressure before the energy in the form of

electrical power is applied. It’s important to note that the plasma treatment is a low-temperature

process, meaning that heat-sensitive materials can be processed quite readily. This system also

works with chemical functional groups, such as, carboxyl, carbonyl, and hydroxyl on the surface,

which renders most surfaces hydrophilic. For this experiment, an oxygen plasma was used to

clean the substrate using a pressure of 300 mmHg for 5 seconds. The oxygen plasma treatment

increases the presence of OH groups which enables more hydrogen bonding. This in turn

increases the surface hydrophilicity. Hence, there is a decrease in the water contact angle and an

increase in wettability to enhance the bonding or adhesion to other surfaces.42
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2.1.2 The Langmuir Trough

We have seen that plasma cleaning can be utilized to remove contaminants on the

substrate and increase the hydrophilicity of the substrate. In contrast, the Langmuir trough

technique is utilized to coat the substrate with a heptadecanoic acid (HDA) layer, in an attempt to

increase its hydrophobicity. The Langmuir trough method consists of two different deposition

techniques: the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) and the Langmuir-Schaefer (LS) techniques. For either

of these techniques to be successful, it has to be ensured that the Langmuir trough is very clean.

Otherwise, dust particles can hinder the formation of a smooth HDA monolayer. For this

purpose, ethanol can be used to clean down the trough. The trough is then filled with Milli Q

water. Using a microsyringe, small volumes of the HDA solution can be spread all over the water

surface in the trough at the air-water interface. The layer is left to stabilize for a few minutes and

to allow the evaporation of the solvent.

An external force is applied to those floating surfactant molecules using the barriers in

the Langmuir trough. The barriers are used to compress the HDA molecules together to ensure

the packing of the molecules for even dispersion. The Wilhelmy plate suspended over the water

surface measures the surface pressure and if the compression of the barriers is sufficient, a solid

film will be created in the trough. The HDA films can be successfully studied if they reach a

solid-state. Langmuir trough deposition is traditionally carried out in the solid phase where the

surface pressure is high enough to ensure sufficient cohesion in the monolayer. This means that

attraction between the molecules in the monolayer is sufficient to prevent the monolayer from

falling apart during transfer to the solid substrate and ensures the buildup of homogeneous

multilayers. At the solid-state, the monolayers can form highly self-assembled arrays with

uniform arrangement and spacing. On the other hand, at the liquid and gaseous states, the
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molecules have uneven packing with large spacing. Even though it should be ensured that there

is enough compression to allow the formation of a solid monolayer, care should be taken to not

allow extreme compression of the solid-state. This may cause the uniform packing of the HDA

molecules to break and eventually lead to the formation of multilayers of molecules as shown by

the dip in the isotherm. A good isotherm can be typically used to identify the changes in the

different states.

Figure 9: Langmuir Trough methods - Langmuir Blodgett and Langmuir Schaefer

deposition techniques.43

2.1.2.1 Langmuir-Blodgett Technique

Both the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) and Langmuir-Schaefer (LS) techniques are useful in the

formation of controlled thin films at the air-water interface. The main difference between the two

techniques is the direction of deposition of the substrate on the water surface. The LB technique

utilizes the vertical dipping of TEM grids under the water surface. The TEM grid is gradually

immersed into the water surface. After the deposition and stabilization of the HDA solution on
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the water surface, the grid is gradually extracted vertically from the water (Figure 9). This leaves

a layer of the HDA as a thin film of molecules on the TEM grid substrate surface.

2.1.2.2 Langmuir-Schaefer Technique

The Langmuir-Schaefer technique involves the horizontal deposition of the HDA on the grid

(Figure 9). In this method, after the compression and stabilization of heptadecanoic molecules on

the water surface, the TEM grids are carefully released on the dispersed HDA surface to allow

the transfer of the particles onto the substrate. The grids are allowed to stabilize for 25 seconds

and are then extracted horizontally from the surface.

2.2 Preparation and Application of Nanocube Monolayer Films

Nanocube thin films can be prepared using many different methods. The main technique

used to prepare nanocube films in this experiment is spin coating. Here, the substrate of choice is

a carbon-coated TEM grid. Manipulating the surface chemistry of the substrate in an attempt to

prepare stable, homogenous, and well-packed particles in a monolayer is essential in the

application of nanocubes. The two manipulation techniques involved in this study include

Langmuir trough and plasma cleaning. Post application of the nanoparticles to the substrate of

choice, the iron oxide nanocubes are annealed to further enable the smooth formation of a

monolayer.

2.2.1 Sonicating

The purpose of sonication is to apply ultrasound waves with a frequency of 20 kHz to

agitate particles in a sample so that they are evenly distributed in the solution and not remain

aggregated at the bottom of the vial. This in turn will allow the particles to spread more when

spin-cast onto a TEM grid.44
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Figure 10: Before, and after sonication of the iron oxide nanoparticles suspended in a 3:1

Chloroform: Methanol dispersing agent

2.2.2 Spin Coating

Spin coating is a transient process of flow and mass transfer. Coating thickness and

uniformity depend on the competition between centrifugally driven drainage of the liquid film

and concentration-driven evaporation of solvents. Volatile solvents are transported in the film by

convection and diffusion, and on reaching the free surface can vaporize and depart by diffusion

and convection inflowing gas.45
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Figure 11: Schematic representation of the principle of the spin coating process for

assembly of nanocube films.46

In spin coating, the nanocube solution is deposited on a rotating substrate. In this method,

a small piece of the silicon wafer is placed on the spin coater, and a vacuum is switched on to

keep the wafer in place. A substrate of choice, usually a carbon TEM grid is placed on the wafer.

Before placing the grid, a small drop of water is pipetted on the surface to allow adhesion of the

grid on the wafer surface. 10 𝜇L of nanocubes, suspended in a 3:1 chloroform: methanol

dispersing agent solution, is pipetted using a micropipette on the TEM grid. The solution is

allowed to sit for 25 seconds to control evaporation. The wafer with the adhered TEM grid is

spun at 600 rpm for 1 minute under nitrogen. The centrifugal force resulting from the rotation of

the spin coater causes the solution to spread and form a thin layer on the substrate as the solvent

evaporates. The formation of nanocubes film depends on properties such as speed of spinning,

temperature, nature of solvent and substrate, etc.

2.3 Post Assembly manipulation
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2.3.1 Annealing

Annealing is a heat treatment process that changes the physical and sometimes also the

chemical properties of a material. Simulated annealing in the context of molecular dynamics

refers to the controlled heating and cooling of a system to overcome energetic barriers and find

energetically favorable minima much faster. This process can be repeated multiple times

throughout the simulation.47 Yuxue C.48 discusses the effect of annealing on the conductivity of

monolayers of CoPt nanoparticles. Upon annealing, it was noticed that the conductivity of

several orders of magnitude increased with rising annealing temperature until a maximum at

about 400 °C was reached. In this study, the nanocubes were annealed in a sealed oven at

different temperatures for different periods.

2.4 Characterization of Iron (III) Oxide (Fe3O4) Nanocubes

2.4.1 Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) Spectroscopy

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis can be used to gain more insight

into the formation and dissociation of certain bonds and functional groups. FTIR samples can be

extracted from the reaction mixture at different instances of time. In traditional IR spectrometry,

a sample is exposed to different frequencies of IR radiation. The spectra obtained tells us about

the detected frequencies that can pass through the sample. FTIR on the other hand can collect

electromagnetic spectral data in a wide range as it exposes the sample with many different

frequencies simultaneously in a single light beam. By using a mathematical operation called the

‘Fourier Transform’, FTIR converts the raw data collected by the spectroscope into the desired

spectrum to determine the frequencies that passed through the sample. From this, a spectrum of

Transmittance (%) against Wavenumber (cm-1) is generated.
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The FTIR at different reaction times can be analyzed to study peaks corresponding to the

vibrational transitions characteristic of different bonds. Bonds such as C=O, C-H, and O-H bonds

which are present in the surfactant, decanoic acid, show characteristic peaks. The appearance and

disappearance of such peaks correspond to bond formations and dissociations as the reaction

progresses. Therefore, by looking at the peaks on the spectra and their relative frequencies

absorbed by each bond, FTIR spectroscopy can be used to determine the presence of decanoic

acid on the synthesized Fe  
3O4 nanocubes.49

2.4.2 Ultra Violet Spectroscopy Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy is the interaction between waves that originated in the electromagnetic

spectrum and molecules present in the sample matrix under analysis. The development and

implementation of these spectroscopy methods in different fields are based on the interactions

between matter and light that resulted in absorption, emission, and scattering events

characteristic of the sample.50

UV‐vis spectroscopy is an inexpensive, simple, flexible, non‐destructive, analytical

method appropriate for a wide class of organic compounds and inorganic species.51 It is a

sensitive method in molecular spectroscopy that uses ultraviolet and visible light in the

wavelength range between 200 and 780 nm. As stated above, this spectroscopic method is based

on the absorption, scattering, diffraction, refraction, and reflection properties of the sample

analyzed. The absorption of UV and Vis light is restricted to certain molecular functional groups

called chromophores, in which electrons are excited at different frequencies.52

As in many spectroscopic applications, the Beer-Lambert law describes the correlation

between light absorption by the molecule, the light path length of the sample, and the

concentration of the absorbing molecules in the liquid medium. Therefore, based on the
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absorption measurement, the presence and concentration of analytes in the food matrix as a

consequence of its chemical and physical properties can be determined and quantified.53

2.4.3 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)

The detection of light scattering from matter is a useful technique with applications in

numerous scientific disciplines where, depending on the light source and detector, specific

properties of molecules can be studied. In a typical light-scattering experiment, a sample is

exposed to a monochromatic wave of light, and an appropriate detector detects the signal.

In this study, dynamic light scattering (DLS) is used to calculate the mean size of the iron

oxide nanocubes. DLS, also known as photon correlation spectroscopy or quasi-elastic light

scattering, is a technique that primarily measures the Brownian motion of macromolecules in a

solution that arises due to bombardment from solvent molecules, and relates this motion to the

size of particles. Such motion of macromolecules depends on their size, temperature, and solvent

viscosity. This is done by directing a photon beam through the given solution and quantifying the

dynamic fluctuations in the scattered light.  When looking at a graph, one can infer the average

diameter of the suspended particles, depending on where the maximum light intensity is

recorded.54

2.4.4  Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

The prepared thin films of iron oxide nanocubes on TEM grids can be analyzed using a

transmission electron microscope (TEM). Electron beams are shot through the instrument onto

the surface of the grid from the electron gun as a filament heats up. As the electron beam

traverses, it passes through a series of lenses that scatter or diffract leading to the formation of an
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image. Contrasts in the image are produced by differences in electron beam scattering or

diffraction formed between various elements of the microstructure or defect. As a result, the

surface morphology and assembly of particles on the substrate can be observed. After passing

through a series of lenses, the electron beam interacts with the sample, and a resulting beam is

transmitted. The scattering of electrons due to structural details on the grid surface can be

projected on a fluorescent screen which can then be imaged to study the size and spacing of the

particles using the software.49

Figure 12: Layout of optical components in a basic TEM.55

Transmission electron microscopy is a vital characterization tool for directly imaging

nanomaterials as it can be used to achieve and study the behavior of materials at very large

magnifications. This is essential to obtain quantitative measures of particle size, size distribution,
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morphology, and also the behavior of the nanomaterials. Analysis of TEM images can be

performed to measure the size of the nanocubes to obtain quantitative results about their size

distribution.49

When using TEM analysis to measure nanomaterials, there are possibilities for errors in

the measurement. This is because, when measuring size distributions, only a very small sampling

size is observed. A typical magnetic nanocube suspension is composed of 1010 to 1015

particles/mL. However, measurements of samples are done only for a few hundred (102) to 1000

(103) particles. Hence the sampling size is several magnitudes smaller than the actual amount of

particles present in the solution. This subsequently gives us a very small sample pool to draw

statistically conclusive remarks.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

3.1 An Overview of Synthesis Procedure of Crystalline, Monodisperse Fe3O4 Nanocubes

The synthesis procedure for the Fe3O4 nanocubes involving decanoic acid (surfactant and

reducing agent), dibenzyl ether (solvent), and the metal-containing bulk material, iron

acetylacetonate, (Fe(acac)3) was carried out through thermal decomposition in collaboration with

a previous student in our research project, Jennifer Tasneem.56 The reactants were obtained from

Sigma Aldrich and used without further purification. Heated in a sand bath, the reactants were

added and mixed in the reaction vessel. Figure 13 shows the structures of chemical reagents,

while Figure 14 gives an overview of the synthesis apparatus.56

Figure 13: Chemical structures of the reagents used in the synthesis of Fe3O4 nanocubes: (a)

iron acetylacetonate (b) decanoic acid (c) dibenzyl ether.56

Constant nitrogen gas flow was maintained into the vessel to keep the synthesis environment

inert.56
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Figure 14: Setup of the reaction vessel for the synthesis of nanocubes.56

A thermometer was used to measure the temperature of the sand bath. In a three-neck

reaction vessel with a reflux condenser, the dry components, 0.5188 g decanoic acid (3 mmol)

and 0.3529 g iron (III) acetylacetonate (1 mmol) were added and mixed (Figure 14). Lastly, 25

mL of the organic solvent, dibenzyl ether was added. The reaction mixture was heated to 200 ̊C

at a steady heating rate of 5-6 ̊C/min and agitated with a magnetic stir bar.56

Throughout the reaction, the initial clear orange color of the solution gradually changed

to a deep red. The solution was maintained at 200 ̊C ± 10 ̊C for 2 hours. It was then heated at a

rate of 5-6 ̊C/min until it reached approximately 300 ̊C at reflux until a brownish-black color

resulted.
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3.2 Confirmation of Magnetic Fe3O4 Nanocubes

A sample of the reaction mixture was removed to check the IR spectrum, 10 minutes after

the start of the synthesis. Next, a sample of the Fe3O4 nanocube solution was taken at the end of

the reaction. IR spectra of the surfactant decanoic acid and the solvent dibenzyl ether were taken

as well. All samples were taken using a Bruker-Alpha FTIR instrument.  To obtain accurate data,

32 scans of each sample were conducted in the range of 750 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1. Spectra produced

were collected for further analysis to understand and study the dissociation and formation of

bonds in the reaction mixture during the reaction.

FTIR samples were taken 10 minutes after the reaction began. Following reflux, the sand

bath was removed and the reaction mixture cooled overnight to room temperature.56 The

nanocubes were then washed using hexane: acetone (1:1) to remove any residual materials. After

washing, they were centrifuged a total of four times at 8000 rpm/min for 5 min, dried again

overnight, and dispersed into a 3:1 ratio of chloroform: methanol dispersing agent.

Along with FTIR, an UltraViolet Visible (UV-Vis) sample was prepared and analyzed.

A prepared 1 cm cuvette containing the iron oxide nanocubes was placed into a Cary 100 – UV

Visible spectrometer. The range is set from 300 to 800 nm. First, a low-resolution absorption

spectrum was measured using a scan rate of 120 nm per minute followed by the measurement of

a high-resolution spectrum at a scan rate of 12nm per minute.

Finally, a dynamic light scattering (DLS)  sample was prepared. The iron oxide

nanocubes dispersed in a 3:1 dispersing agent were first sonicated, before taking the DLS

sample. The nanocubes were then allowed to sit for 24 hours before the second DLS sample was

taken.
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3.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy Grid Surface Manipulation

For this study, three different substrate modifications were utilized. The substrate of

choice was a carbon-based TEM grid that was already hydrophobic. The first substrate

modification was plasma cleaning, which was used to increase the hydrophilicity of the TEM

grid. Second, the TEM grid was left without any modifications. Lastly, the substrate was coated

with a heptadecanoic acid using Langmuir Blodgett techniques to further increase the

hydrophobicity.

3.3.1 Plasma Treatment

In this study, plasma treatment was performed to remove any organic contaminants from

the surface of the TEM grids and to increase the hydrophilicity of the grids. Before plasma

cleaning, the plasma cleaner and cold trap were set up (Figure 16). The TEM grids were placed

in a clean petri dish with the copper side facing up. The two oxygen pumps were switched on,

and the petri dish was placed inside the vacuum chamber. The chamber was then evacuated using

a vacuum to remove all the air. Once the pressure dropped to around 100 mmHg. The chamber

was then filled with oxygen till the pressure was around 300 mmHg. The oxygen was allowed to

sit for 30 seconds before it was evacuated from the chamber. This process was repeated two

more times to ensure that the chamber was filled with oxygen before the plasma treatment.

The chamber was once again filled with oxygen until the pressure reached around 300

mmHg. The power switch was turned to the highest setting, and the plasma was turned on. Once

the plasma chamber turned purple, the treatment was run for 5 seconds, before switching off the

plasma treatment. Finally, the chamber was opened, the petri dish covered, and the TEM grids

allowed to equilibrate in the chamber for 15 minutes before being removed.
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Figure 15: Schematic representation of plasma treatment set up.57

3.3.2  Cleaning of Langmuir Trough

In an attempt to increase the hydrophobicity of the substrate, the TEM grid was coated

with a heptadecanoic acid (HDA) coating using the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) deposition

technique. As mentioned in the previous section, the success of the LB technique relies

considerably upon the cleanliness of the trough before any solution is loaded. Dust particles can

interfere with the formation of uniform monolayers at the air-water interface of the Langmuir

trough so the initial step involved extensive cleaning. Several times before any HDA solution

was prepared, the trough was wiped down using deionized (DI) water followed by chloroform.

The Langmuir trough was then vacuumed using a suction vacuum pen, after which it was filled

with Milli-Q water. The Wilhelmy plate, which hangs above the water, was placed on the electro

balance to measure the surface pressure of water in the trough and monitored using the NIMA

software. An increase in surface pressure indicated the presence of dust or other unwanted

particles on the water surface.
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Vacuum suctioning using a vacuum pen was once again performed to clean the trough

and skim the water surface. The barrier compression speed on the NIMA software program,

attached to the LB trough, was set to 25 cm2 /min. After calibrating the pressure to zero, the

barriers were allowed to compress. The compression of the barriers generated the surface

pressure vs. area isotherm graph. If the pressure, as monitored through the isotherm, was seen to

drop below -0.1 mN/m, the barriers were stopped and the vacuum was applied to clean the

surface of the water again. The lowest surface area the Langmuir trough barriers can compress to

is 78 cm2. In this area, the vacuum set-up was used one last time to clean the surface of the water.

3.3.3 Coating TEM Grid with HDA using the Langmuir Blodgett Technique

After cleaning the Langmuir trough, the compression barriers were opened to around 230

cm2. The TEM grid substrate, which was attached to the instrument, was then slowly deposited

into the trough, perpendicular to the surface of the water using the NIMA software controls.

10𝜇L of a 1:1 ratio of Heptadecanoic Acid (HDA) in hexane, was spread across the water surface

using a microsyringe at room temperature. The HDA particles were allowed to stabilize as the

solvent evaporated for approximately 5 minutes. The barriers were then allowed to compress

with a very slow compression rate of 20 cm2 /min and a target pressure of 60 bar (Figure 18).

The compression generated an isotherm which can be analyzed to study the two-dimensional

phase changes. Isotherms generated from HDA were studied for an estimation of when the

particles packed into the solid phase. The target pressure for HDA (Ps) was 30 bar in this case.

Figure 16 shows the correlation between the isotherms generated and the HDA phase on the

water surface.
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Figure 16: Relationship between isotherm generated and phases of the packed HDA

particles.58

As the barriers are compressed, the nanocubes are allowed to come close to each other,

leading to the packing of the particles into a thin film. After compression, the particles were

again allowed to stabilize before being transferred onto the substrate.
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Figure 17: Schematic diagram of compression barriers packing nanocubes into a solid

layer for assembly using Langmuir-Blodgett technique.59

Figure 17 (a) depicts a graph of the Langmuir-Blodgett technique. Figure 17 (b) shows

the gas phase of particles on the trough can be seen above, while the solid packed phase of the

particles is seen below.59

The packed HDA layer was transferred onto a carbon TEM grid using the vertical

extraction technique (LB). After letting the packed HDA layer sit for 5 minutes, the TEM grid

was carefully extracted from the surface of the water in a vertical motion, again using the NIMA

software at a speed of 5 mm/min. The grid was then allowed to air dry so that when all solvent

completely evaporated, a thin film of the HDA was left behind on the surface.

3.3.4 Coating TEM Grid with Heptadecanoic Acid using Langmuir Schaefer

Technique

After cleaning of the Langmuir trough, the compression barriers were fully opened, and 10 𝜇L of

a 1:1 ratio of Heptadecanoic Acid (HDA) in hexane, was spread across the water surface using a

microsyringe at room temperature. The same procedure used in LB is used for the formation of a

tightly packed solid HDA layer. Once the layer is complete, 6 TEM grids are placed on the HDA

layer, shiny side down, and allowed to sit for 5 minutes. They were then removed using a

tweezer and placed in a petri dish to dry for 5 minutes before storing.

3.4 Film Preparation

3.4.1 Sonication
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Sonication refers to the process of applying sound energy to agitate particles or

discontinuous fibers in a liquid. Ultrasonic frequencies (>20 kHz) are usually used, so the

process is also known as ultrasonication. Sonication can be conducted using either an ultrasonic

bath or an ultrasonic probe (sonicator).60

The Iron Oxide nanocubes suspended in a 3: 1 Chloroform: Methanol dispersing agent

were sonicated for 5 minutes every time before they were spin-cast. The sample was placed in

the sonicator and manually held in place. The vial was half-submerged in the water to enable

proper sonication and distribution of the particles.

3.4.2 Spin Coating

A previously cut silicon wafer was cleaned three times using chloroform and a

Kim-wipe. It was left in the hood for excess chloroform to evaporate. A drop of Milli-Q water

was drop-cast onto the silicon wafer using a pipette. Next, a clean TEM grid was placed on the

surface of the wafer using the drop of Milli-Q water for adhesion. The wafer, water, and TEM

grid were left to partially dry for 2 minutes. Then, 10 µL of nanocubes, suspended in a 3:1

chloroform: methanol dispersing agent solution was micro pipetted onto the center of the TEM

grid. The nanocubes were allowed to sit for 25 seconds on the silicon wafer to account for

solvent evaporation. The silicon wafer was placed on the spin coater and held in place using a

vacuum. The nanocubes were then spin-cast at 6000 rpm for 1 minute under nitrogen.
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Figure 18: Schematic representation of drop-casting, and spin coating 10 μl of Fe3O4 in 3:1

C: M solution onto a carbon TEM grid

The samples, all prepared on TEM grids, were stored for further analysis using the

transmission electron microscope.

3.4.3 Annealing Procedure

In addition to spin coating the nanocubes, the additional post-annealing procedure was

performed using an oven. After the nanocubes suspended in a  3:1 chloroform: methanol solvent

ratio was spin-coated, the sample was left to dry for 1 minute, then placed in the oven for either

0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 6,12, 18, or 24 hours in a sealed oven at different temperatures of 100 ̊C, 125 ̊C and

150 ̊C. In total, 8 samples were prepared for each substrate modification (plasma cleaning, and

without substrate modification), at each of the different temperatures (100 ̊C, 125 ̊C, and 150 ̊C).
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3.5 Characterization Using TEM to Measure the Nanocube Size Distribution

All samples obtained using the spin coating deposition technique with a 3:1 chloroform:

methanol dispersing agent was characterized using a TEM.56 Afterward, using the Java-based

image processing program software, ImageJ, the size of the iron oxide nanocubes suspended in a

3:1 chloroform: methanol solution was analyzed to obtain size distribution using a sample size of

750 nanocubes. A graphical representation of the size of the iron oxide nanocubes coated with

decanoic acid surfactant coating can be seen in figure 19.

Figure 19: Measuring the diameter size of a Fe3O4 nanocube.56

Following the size characterization of the nanocubes, the percentage of surface area

covered by the nanocubes was also calculated using the Java-based program ImageJ, and plotted

with respect to the annealing times for each substrate modification (plasma cleaning, and no

substrate modification), at each of the different temperatures (100 ̊C, 125 ̊C, and 150 ̊C).
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Magnetic Fe3O4 nanocubes, and their characteristics

This study analyses the formation of magnetic nanocubes into a monolayer using surface

modification, and post-assembly manipulation techniques. The particles of interest, in this case,

are magnetic Iron (III) Oxide (Fe3O4) nanocubes coated with a decanoic acid surfactant and

suspended in a 3:1 Chloroform: Methanol (C: M) dispersing agent. These particles were

synthesized by Jennifer Tasneem in 2017.56

To confirm the magnetic property, and stability of the Fe3O4 nanocubes, IR spectroscopy

and a neodymium magnet were used. To confirm the magnetism, when a small neodymium

magnet was placed near a solution of iron oxide nanocubes, the particles were seen to be

attracted towards the neodymium. This behavior confirms their magnetic nature (Figure 20).56

Figure 20: Fe3O4 nanocubes attraction to a neodymium magnet through a vial.56

4.1.1 Decanoic acid surfactant coating
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Figure 21: Chemical structure of the decanoic acid used as the Fe3O4 nanocube surfactant

coating

As mentioned before, when synthesized, the Fe3O4 nanocubes were coated with a

decanoic acid surfactant coating to curb further growth during nucleation. The decanoic acid

molecule is amphiphilic. This means that it is both hydrophobic, and hydrophilic. When coating

the Fe3O4 nanocubes, the hydrophilic, or polar head is attached to the surface of the molecule

while the hydrophobic carbon tail is exposed to the environment. This results in an overall

hydrophobic Fe3O4 molecule.

4.1.2 Size and shape analysis

Figure 22: Highly magnified (73,000 X) image of  magnetic Fe3O4 nanocubes as seen in

Image J
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Figure 23: Size distribution histogram of  magnetic Fe3O4 nanocubes with a mean size of

15.50 ± 3.95 nm

Given that the particles were synthesized in 2017, it was important to analyze the

nanocubes to ensure that they were stable and had not degraded over time. To ensure that the

particles were stable, and had retained their size and shape, the Fe3O4 nanocubes were imaged

using TEM and analyzed using a java-based program ImageJ (Figure 22). The length of 733

nanocubes was measured, and the values were plotted on a histogram. It was found that the

nanocubes had a mean size of around 15.50 nm with a standard deviation of 3.95 nm (Figure 23).

4.1.3 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
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Figure 24: DLS graph of  magnetic Fe3O4 nanocubes suspended in a 3:1 C: M dispersing

agent with a mean diameter of 18.10 ± 6.30 nm

As mentioned before, dynamic light scattering not only measures the diameter of

particles in a solution, but also the solvent sphere encapsulating the particle of interest. The first

time DLS was run the nanocubes suspended in 3:1 solution were sonicated. It was observed that

the particles had an average diameter of 1230 nm. The purpose of sonication is to disperse the

aggregated nanocubes at the base of the vial into solution. However, this can also result in the

introduction of larger aggregated particles coated with a solvent coating suspended in solution.

This subsequently gives a larger diameter.

In contrast, after the magnetic iron oxide nanocubes were allowed to sit in the cuvette for

24 hours, and then run through DLS, it was found that the average diameter was 18.10 nm with a

standard deviation of 6.30 nm. Allowing the nanocubes to sit for 24 hours gave the aggregated

particles time to settle at the bottom of the cuvette, while the lone particles remained in solution

allowing us to accurately measure the diameter. Manually measuring the nanocubes yielded an

average size of 15.50 nm, while DLS gave a diameter of 18.10 nm (Figure 24). The increase in

particle size found when running DLS, was due to the solvent sphere surrounding the nanocubes.
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4.1.4 UV Visible Spectra

The purpose of UV visible spectra is to use ultraviolet light to see the reflection

spectroscopy of the magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles suspended in a 3:1 C: M solution to

understand the chemical structure of the compound.

Figure 25: UV Vis Spectra of pure 3:1 C: M solution, against  Magnetic Fe3O4 Nanocubes,

suspended in a 3:1 C: M Dispersing Agent

The Fe3O4 suspended in a 3:1 C: M dispersing agent, graphed next to the pure 3:1 C: M

dispersing agent (Figure 25). The Magnetic Fe3O4 Nanocubes suspended in a 3:1 C: M

dispersing agent spectra showed a peak at 420 nm, similar to Yew, Yen Pin, et al. (2016).61 This

absorption line can not be seen in the pure 3:1 C: M solution, indicating the presence of magnetic

iron oxide nanocubes. It is important to note that the difference in height of the two spectra was

due to an instrumental error, and the spectrum below 400 nm is not analysed as it indicates the

transition between ultraviolet, and visible light.
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4.1.5 Fourier Transform Infrared  Spectroscopy (FTIR)

Figure 26: FTIR of the magnetic Fe3O4 nanocubes with a peak at 579 cm-1

showing the presence of Fe3O4
47

When analyzing a Fe3O4 FTIR spectrum, the appearance of two well-defined peaks at

577 and 631 cm−1 are due to the presence of iron–oxygen (Fe O) which indicates that the

synthesized nanoparticles are iron oxide as validated by the literature values (Figure 26).62 The

FTIR seen in figure 26 shows a peak at 579 cm-1. This confirms the iron-oxygen bond formation

in the FTIR spectrum, further verifying the presence of the magnetic Fe3O4 nanocubes seen in the

UV-Vis Spectra mentioned above.

4.2 Assembly of Magnetic Fe3O4 Nanocubes, and modifications
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The following section discusses the results found using different surface modification

techniques such as plasma cleaning and Langmuir- Blodgett techniques on the TEM grids

substrate, followed by post-deposition manipulation using annealing of the magnetic Fe3O4

nanocubes.

Figure 27: Highly magnified TEM image of iron oxide nanocubes suspended in a 3:1 C: M

solution is taken on July 6th, 2017, and May 23rd, 2019 spin-cast on a carbon TEM grid with

no surface modification

A TEM image taken at 73,000x magnification by Sarah Andoh of the iron oxide

nanocubes suspended in a 3:1 C: M solution spin-cast at 6000 rpm for 1 minute on 6th July 2017,

was compared with an image I took of the same particles under the same conditions on 23rd May

2019 (Figure 27). Here, it can be seen that the size and shape of the particles look the same, as

highlighted in figure 23. However, the nanocubes do not show a visible formation of a smooth

monolayer, compelling us to investigate the effect of substrate modification on the evolution of a

monodisperse layer.

4.2.1 Modifications of the substrate, and nanoparticles
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Figure 28: Carbon coated TEM grid, and an image of one square as viewed under

Transmission Electron Microscopy

The substrate of choice in this study is a carbon-coated TEM grid seen in figure 28,

which is known to be hydrophobic. When analyzing the TEM image, the light gray shows the

carbon TEM substrate, the dark grey indicates the presence of the iron oxide nanocubes and the

black spots indicate aggregated particles. A TEM image of the Fe3O4 nanocubes at 52,000x

magnification that has been spin-cast onto a substrate with no modification and no annealing

(Figure 29). This image indicates the lack of an even monolayer. In an attempt to aid the

monolayer formation, the surface chemistry of the substrate is modified, followed by the post

assembly manipulation of the Fe3O4 nanocubes.
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Figure 29: TEM image of Fe3O4 nanocubes spin-cast onto a TEM grid with no surface

modification, and no annealing at a magnification of 52,000x

The substrate was modified to increase hydrophobicity by coating the grids with a

hydrophobic HDA molecule using LB, increase hydrophilicity using oxygen plasma cleaning, or

was not modified at all (no substrate modification). The Fe3O4 nanocubes were then spin-cast

onto the substrate at 6000 rpm for 1 minute under nitrogen. Finally, the particles that were

annealed at 100 ̊C, 125 ̊C, 150 ̊C, or not annealed, were viewed under TEM at different

magnifications of 900x, 27.5kx, and 72kx. The images were then compiled into tables depending

on the substrate modification technique, and on the temperature, they were annealed.

4.2.1.1 Particles Annealed at 100̊ C.

The following table shows the magnetic iron oxide nanocubes spin-cast on a TEM grid

with no surface modification, followed by annealing at 100 ̊C for different time intervals. The

table shows a full grid TEM image at 150x magnification, an overview of one grid at 900x
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magnification, a low magnification image at 27,500 x magnification,spin-cast, and a highly

magnified image at 73,000 x magnification.

Table 1: Fe3O4 nanocubes spin-cast, on TEM Grids, with no surface modification, annealed

at 100 ̊C

Time

(hr)

Full Grid (150x) Overview (900x) Low Mag (27.5kx) High Mag (73kx)

0

0.5

1

1.5
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2

6

12

18

24
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Figure 30: (a) Nanocube percentage coverage of TEM grid with no surface modification

annealed at 100 ̊C against time with an average of 79.2 ± 4.7 %  (b) Mean nanocube size for

nanocubes against annealing time with a mean length of 15.2 ±3.4 nm

In table 1, it is seen that the TEM grids with no surface modification, showed the most

surface coverage at an annealing temperature of  100 ̊C for the 1 hour, 1.5 hours and 2 hour time

periods. After the 2 hour time period, the surface coverage gradually decreased. Under

magnification, the full coverage at the specified annealing times can be observed. Annealing at

this temperature showed no change to the particle shape and size.

On measuring the percentage coverage of the magnetic iron oxide nanocubes, it was

found that the average percentage coverage was around 79.2 ± 4.7 % (n=5) for the nanocubes

spin-cast on the TEM grid with no surface modification, followed by annealing at 100 ̊C (Figure

30 (a)). Particle size distribution was similar to the nanocube size in figure 23, with a mean of

15.2 ±3.4 nm (n=9),(Figure 30 (b)).

Table 2: Fe3O4 nanoparticles spin-cast on plasma cleaned TEM Grids, annealed at 100 ̊C.
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Time

(hr)

Full Grid (150x) Overview (900x) Low Mag (27.5kx) High Mag (73kx)

0

0.5

1

1.5

2
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6

12

18

Table 2 shows the magnetic iron oxide nanocubes spin-cast on a plasma cleaned TEM

grid, followed by annealing at 100 ̊C for different time intervals. The table shows a full grid

TEM image at 150x magnification, an overview of one grid at 900x magnification, a low

magnification image at 27,500 x magnification, and a highly magnified image at 73,000 x

magnification.
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Figure 31: (a) Nanocube percentage coverage of plasma cleaned TEM grid annealed at

100˚C against time with an average of 42.0 ±11.7 % (b) Mean nanocube size for nanocubes

against annealing time with a mean length of 15.5 ±3.7 nm

On measuring the percentage coverage of the magnetic iron oxide nanocubes, it was

found that the average percentage coverage was around 42.0 ±11.7 % (n=5) for the nanocubes

spin-cast on the plasma cleaned TEM grid, followed by annealing at 100 ̊C (Figure 31 (a)).

Particle size distribution was similar to the nanocube size in figure 23 with a mean of 15.5 ±3.7

nm (n=9) (Figure 31 (b)).
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Figure 32: 900x magnified TEM image of magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles spin-cast on

Carbon Coated TEM grid for 1 minute at 6000 rpm under Nitrogen

For the plasma cleaned TEM grids annealed at 100 ̊C, almost 100% surface coverage is

observed with some small holes before annealing as seen in figure 32. With an increase in

annealing time, the holes become cracks and eventually show the formation of closely packed

islands of nanocubes as seen in table 2. This could be because the annealing increased the kinetic

energy of the nanocubes deposited on the substrate. This in turn promoted the aggregation of the

nanocubes as a result of unfavorable interactions with the plasma cleaned hydrophilic substrate.

4.2.1.2 Particles Annealed at 125 ̊C

Table 3: Fe3O4 nanoparticles spin-cast on TEM Grids, with no surface modification,

annealed at 125 ̊C
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Time

(hr)

Full Grid (150x) Overview (900x) Low Mag (27.5kx) High Mag (73kx)

0.5

1

1.5

2

6
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12

18

24

Table 3 shows the magnetic iron oxide nanocubes spin cast on a TEM grid with no

surface modification, followed by annealing at 125 ̊C for different time intervals. The table

shows a full grid TEM image at 150x magnification, an overview of one grid at 900x

magnification, a low magnification image at 27,500 x magnification, and a highly magnified

image at 73,000 x magnification.
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Figure 33: Appearance of spherical particles on the TEM grid with no surface modification

after annealing at 125 ̊C for 6 hours as seen in the red circle.

For the TEM grids with no surface modification, annealed at 125 ̊C, the most surface

coverage is seen at an annealing time of 6 hours, as seen in table 3. No other grids showed signs

of a smooth distribution. In the highly magnified images, particle size and shape remain the

same, however, particle aggregation can be noticed. Spherical-shaped particles begin to appear

after annealing for 6 hours, and the carbon coating becomes unstable (Figure 33).

Fe3O4 nanocubes are not very stable under ambient conditions and are easily oxidized to

Fe2O3 or dissolved in an acidic medium. To avoid the possible oxidation in the air, the synthesis

of Fe3O4 nanocubes must be done in anaerobic conditions. Based on this point, Fe3O4 nanocubes

can also be utilized to prepare the spherical Fe2O3 nanoparticles by oxidation or anneal treatment

under an oxygen atmosphere. Given the particles were annealed for a prolonged period of time

under aerobic conditions, the spherical particles could be the oxidation of Fe3O4 nanocubes to

Fe2O3 nanoparticles.63
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Table 4:  Fe3O4 nanoparticles spin-cast on Plasma cleaned TEM Grids annealed at 125 ̊C

Time

(hr)

Full Grid (150x) Overview (900x) Low Mag (27.5kx) High Mag (73kx)

0.5

1

1.5

2
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6

12

18

24

Table 4 shows the magnetic iron oxide nanocubes spin cast on a plasma cleaned TEM,

followed by annealing at 125 ̊C for different time intervals. For the plasma cleaned TEM grids,

annealed at 125 ̊C, the most surface coverage is seen at an annealing time of 2 hours, and 18

hours. Particles seemed to be aggregated. Once again, no other grids showed signs of a smooth

distribution.
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4.2.1.3 Particles Annealed at 150 ̊C

Table 5 shows the magnetic iron oxide nanocubes spin-cast on a TEM grid with no

surface modification, followed by annealing at 150 ̊C for different time intervals. The table

shows a full grid TEM image at 150x magnification, an overview of one grid at 900x

magnification, a low magnification image at 27,500 x magnification, and a highly magnified

image at 73,000 x magnification.

Table 5: Fe3O4 nanocubes spin-cast on TEM Grids with no surface modification, annealed

at 150 ̊C

Time

(hr)

Full Grid (150x) Overview (900x) Low Mag (27.5kx) High Mag (73kx)

0

0.5

1
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1.5

2

6

18

24

For the TEM grids with no surface modification that were annealed at 150˚C, the most

surface coverage is seen when the grids were not annealed (Annealing time of 0 hours). There is
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also significant surface coverage on TEM grids annealed for 1.5 and 18 hours. After 6 hours of

annealing at 150˚C, spherical-shaped particles begin to appear on the TEM grids.

Figure 34: (a) Nanocube percentage coverage of TEM grid with no surface modification

annealed at 150 ̊C against time with an average of 55.5 ±11.2 %  (b) Mean nanocube size

for nanocubes against annealing time with a mean length of 15.3 ±3.62 nm

On measuring the percentage coverage of the magnetic iron oxide nanocubes, it was

found that the average percentage coverage was around 55.5 ±11.2 % (n=5) for the nanocubes

spin-cast on the plasma cleaned TEM grid, followed by annealing at 150 ̊C (Figure 34 (a)).

Particle size distribution was similar to the nanocube size in figure 23 with a mean of 15.3 ±3.62

nm (n=8) (Figure 34 (b)).
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Figure 35: Highly magnified TEM image of spherical nanoparticles that was observed after

annealing the TEM sample with no surface modification at 150 ̊C for 24 hours

As seen in figure 35, spherical-shaped particles were observed on the TEM grid with no

surface modification after 24 hours of annealing.

Table 6:  Fe3O4 nanoparticles spin-cast on Plasma cleaned TEM Grids annealed at 150 ̊C

Time

(hr)

Full Grid (150x) Overview (900x) Low Mag (27.5kx) High Mag (73kx)

0.5
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1

1.5

2

6

12
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18

24

Table 6 shows the magnetic iron oxide nanocubes spin cast on a plasma cleaned TEM

grid, followed by annealing at 150˚C for different time intervals. The TEM grids that were

plasma cleaned and annealed at 150˚C, show very little surface coverage overall as seen in table

6. Once again we see the appearance of spherical-shaped particles on the TEM grids after 1.5

hours of annealing at this temperature (Figure 35).
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Figure 36: (a) Nanocube percentage coverage of plasma cleaned TEM grid annealed at 150

̊C against time with an average of 19.7 ±10.1 % ( b) Mean nanocube size for nanocubes

against annealing time with a mean length of 15.6 ± 3.62 nm

On measuring the percentage coverage of the magnetic iron oxide nanocubes, it was

found that the average percentage coverage was around 19.7 ±10.1 % (n=5) for the nanocubes

spin-cast on the plasma cleaned TEM grid, followed by annealing at 150 ̊C (Figure 36 (a)).

Particle size distribution was similar to the nanocube size in figure 23 with a mean of 15.6 ± 3.62

nm (n=8) (Figure 36 (b)).

Figure 37: Highly magnified TEM image of spherical nanoparticles that was observed after

annealing the plasma cleaned TEM sample at 150 ̊C for (a) 1.5 hours (b) 6 hours.

Spherical-shaped particles were observed on the plasma cleaned TEM grid after 1.5, and

6 hours of annealing (figure 37). At 1.5 hours, the spherical particles are fairly small. With an

increase in annealing time to 6 hours, the size of the particles increased. This pattern is similar to

what was observed for the TEM grids with no surface modification, annealed for 24 hours at 150

̊C as seen in figure 34. It is found that synthesized Fe3O4 nanocube assemblies can be

transformed easily into γ-Fe22O3 nanoparticles by annealing at high temperature (250 ̊C) and
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oxygen for 2 hours.63 γ-Fe22O3 are spherical nanoparticles. Although the Fe3O4 nanocubes were

heated at a lower temperature of 150˚C, the emergence of smaller spherical particles after 1.5

hours, that subsequently led to larger particles when annealed for a longer interval of 6 hours on

an oxygen plasma cleaned substrate, could be due to the formation of spherical γ-Fe22O3

nanoparticles.

4.2.2 Particles spin-cast onto TEM grids coated with HDA

In an attempt to increase the hydrophobic nature of the carbon-coated TEM grids, LB and

LS techniques were used to coat the TEM grids with a hydrophobic HDA layer. The reason for

an increase in the hydrophobicity of the substrate is due to the hydrophobic nature of the

decanoic acid coating of the Fe3O4 nanocubes. Given that - like interact, the hope is that an

increase in the hydrophobic interactions will facilitate the smooth, and even formation of a

monolayer.

Table 7: Fe3O4 nanocubes deposited on HDA Coated TEM grids using the LS technique at

different magnifications

Sample # Grid View

(170x)

Overview

(900x)

Low Mag

(27,500x)

High Mag

(73,000x)

Sample 1
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Sample 2

The TEM Grids coated with HDA using the LS technique have fairly full coverage of

Fe3O4 nanocubes. Little aggregation can be observed, however, the overall surface coverage seen

is promising.

Table 8: Fe3O4 nanocubes deposited on HDA Coated TEM grids using the LB technique at

different magnifications

Sample # Grid View
(170x)

Overview
(900x)

Low Mag
(27,500x)

High Mag
(73,000x)

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

The TEM Grids coated with HDA using the LB technique have fairly full coverage of
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Fe3O4 nanocubes similar to the LS coated TEM grids. However, the smooth monolayer can not

be observed, and instead, severe aggregation of the nanocubes is noticed. The difference in

particle distribution based on HDA coating using LS, or LB is yet to be understood.

As mentioned before, LB and LS are great techniques that can be utilized to manipulate

the surface chemistry of the substrate of choice. Currently, not much work has been done to

analyze the effect of drop-casting HDA onto the TEM grid to assist the monolayer formation of

Fe3O4 nanocubes (Table 7). However, in the future, we hope to pursue the effect of hydrophobic

interactions as an effective way of monolayer formation.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLANS

From the study, one can conclude that the magnetic iron oxide nanocubes that were

synthesized over three years ago were stable, and had the same size and shape distribution when

compared to the histogram used by Sarah Andoh.49 The average length of these nanocubes was

measured by analyzing a sample size of 733 nanocubes, and was found to be 15.50 ± 3.95 nm.

Using DLS, it was found that the nanocubes had a diameter of 18.10 ± 6.30 nm. The increase in

size was due to the spherical solvent cap around the nanocube.

When measuring the UV-visible spectra of the  Fe3O4 nanocubes in a 3:1 C: M dispersing

solution, the presence of a peak at 420 nm on the absorption of light indicated that the nanocubes

were iron (III) oxide.61 The information found using FTIR spectra is further supported by the

presence of a peak at 579 cm-1 indicating the presence of an iron-oxygen bond seen in literature

values.62

It was seen that with an increase in temperature, the particle shape and size started to

change. For the most part, the Fe3O4 nanocubes are stable up to 150 ̊C. However, when the

nanocubes were annealed for 6 hours at 125 ̊C, the formation of spherical particles was observed

on the TEM grid with no surface modifications. The same trend was seen on the TEM grid with

no surface modification after 24 hours of annealing at 150 ̊C, and once again on the plasma

cleaned TEM grid after 1.5, and 6 hours annealed at 150 ̊C. At 1.5 hours, the spherical particles

were fairly small. With an increase in annealing time to 6 hours, the size of the particles

increased.

Through this study, it was seen that the TEM grids, known to be slightly hydrophobic,

have the most even distribution of nanocubes when no substrate modification was performed.

The TEM grids with no surface modification, annealed at 100 ̊C show the highest surface
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coverage of 79.2 ± 4.70 % (n=5) with a more evenly distributed nanocubes layer.

With an increase in the hydrophilicity of the substrate, due to plasma cleaning, the even

distribution of Fe3O4 nanocubes decreases. Annealing on hydrophilic substrate results in island

formations which could be due to unfavorable interactions between the nanocubes and the

substrate. The TEM Grids coated with HDA using the LS technique had fairly full coverage of

Fe3O4 nanocubes, and less aggregation was observed. In contrast, the TEM Grids coated with

HDA using the LB technique had fairly full coverage of Fe3O4 nanocubes similar to the LS

coated TEM grids, but a smooth monolayer could not be observed, and instead, severe

aggregation of the nanocubes is noticed. The difference in particle distribution based on HDA

coating using LS, or LB is yet to be understood.

It has been hypothesized that the hydrophobic carbon tails on the heptadecanoic acid

attract the hydrophobic carbon tails of the decanoic acid-coated nanocubes allowing for most

even dispersion of nanocubes However, little work has been done to see the effect of HDA

coated TEM grids on the monolayer formation, and more research is needed.

In the future, more work needs to  focus on the effect of increased substrate

hydrophobicity on the formation of a monolayer, as well as to understand how LS and LB might

alter the final product. Along with that, an examination of the contact angle can also be used to

measure the extent of hydrophobicity of the TEM grids coated with heptadecanoic acid. Finally,

a study of the growth mechanism during the synthesis of nanocubes, as well as magnetism as a

property that is affected by the size and shape of the nanoparticles is necessary.
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APPENDIX

Table 1: Surface Coverage (%) of TEM grids with no surface modification annealed at
100˚C

No Surface modification annealed at 100˚C
Time (hr) Surface Coverage (%) Standard Deviation (%)

0.0 83.2 0.91
1.0 82.8 9.47
2.0 86.4 5.28
6.0 61.5 2.66
18 82.4 5.16

Average 79.2 4.70

Table 2: Surface Coverage (%) of plasma cleaned TEM grids annealed at 100˚C
Plasma cleaned, annealed at 100˚C

Time (hr) Surface Coverage (%) Standard Deviation (%)
0.0 85.5 0.93
1.0 16.1 10.0
2.0 31.3 1.40
6.0 62.7 26.5
18 14.2 19.6

Average 42.0 11.7

Table 3: Surface Coverage (%) of TEM grids with no surface modification annealed at
150˚C

No Surface modification annealed at 150˚C
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Time (hr) Surface Coverage (%) Standard Deviation (%)
0.0 78.0 1.40
1.0 39.7 2.56
2.0 67.4 6.77
6.0 69.6 27.7
18 23.0 17.8

Average 55.5 11.3

Table 4: Surface Coverage (%) of plasma cleaned TEM grids annealed at 150˚C
Plasma cleaned, annealed at 150˚C

Time (hr) Surface Coverage (%) Standard Deviation (%)
0.0 39.5 34.8
1.0 8.92 1.61
2.0 20.7 2.21
6.0 12.6 3.00
18 17.0 9.13

Average 19.7 10.1

Figure 1: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, and no
annealing
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Figure 2: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
100˚C for 0.5hr

Figure 3: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
100˚C for 1.0 hr
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Figure 4: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
100˚C for 1.5hr

Figure 5: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
100˚C for 2.0 hr
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Figure 6: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
100˚C for 6 hr.

Figure 7: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
100˚C for 12 hr
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Figure 8: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
100˚C for 18 hr

Figure 9: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
100˚C for 24 hr

Table 5: Mean length of nanocubes spincast on TEM grids with no surface modification,
and annealed at 100˚C

No Surface Modification, Annealed at 100˚C
Annealing Time Mean Length (nm) Standard Deviation (nm)

0.0 15.1 3.81
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0.5 15.3 3.70
1.0 16.0 3.00
1.5 15.2 3.11
2.0 15.0 3.41
6.0 15.1 3.83
12 15.2 3.80
18 15.2 3.06
24 15.0 3.30

Average 15.2 3.44

Figure 10: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma TEM grid with no surface modification, and
no annealing
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Figure 11: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 100˚C for 0.5
hr

Figure 12: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 100˚C for 1.0
hr
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Figure 13: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 100˚C for 1.5
hr

Figure 14: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 100˚C for 2.0
hr
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Figure 15: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 100˚C for 6.0
hr

Figure 16: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 100˚C for
12.0 hr
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Figure 17: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 100˚C for
18.0 hr

Figure 18: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 100˚C for
24.0 hr
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Table 6: Mean length of nanocubes spincast on plasma cleaned TEM grids, and annealed at
100˚C

Plasma Cleaned, Annealed at 100˚C
Annealing Time (hrs) Mean Length (nm) Standard Deviation (nm)

0.0 15.8 4.61
0.5 14.6 2.90
1.0 15.0 3.18
1.5 15.4 3.18
2.0 15.0 3.34
6.0 15.6 3.83
12 15.8 3.93
18 16.3 4.25
24 16.4 4.36

Average 15.5 3.73

Figure 19: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
150˚C for 0.5hr
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Figure 20: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
150˚C for 1.0 hr

Figure 21: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
150˚C for 1.5hr
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Figure 22: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
150˚C for 2.0 hr
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Figure 23: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
150˚C for 6.0 hr

Figure 24: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
150˚C for 12 hr
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Figure 25: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
150˚C for 18 hr

Figure 26: Nanocubes spin cast onto a TEM grid with no surface modification, annealed at
150˚C for 24 hr

Table 7: Mean length of nanocubes spincast on TEM grids with no surface modification,
and annealed at 150˚C
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No Surface Modification, Annealed at 150˚C

Annealing Time Mean Length (nm) Standard Deviation (nm)
0.0 15.5 3.96
0.5 15.9 3.85
1.0 14.6 3.57
1.5 15.4 3.42
2.0 14.7 3.26
6.0 15.0 3.45
12 15.4 3.27
18 15.9 4.15

Average 15.3 3.62

Figure 27: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 150˚C for 0.5
hr
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Figure 28: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 150˚C for 1.0
hr

Figure 29: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 150˚C for 1.5
hr
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Figure 30: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 150˚C for 2.0
hr

Figure 31: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 150˚C for 6.0
hr
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Figure 32: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 150˚C for 12
hr

Figure 33: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 150˚C for 18
hr
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Figure 34: Nanocubes spin cast onto a plasma cleaned TEM grid, annealed at 150˚C for
24hr

Table 8: Mean length of nanocubes spincast on plasma cleaned TEM grids, and annealed at
150˚C

Plasma Cleaned, Annealed at 150˚C
Annealing Time (hrs) Mean Length (nm) Standard Deviation (nm)

0.0 15.5 3.96
0.5 15.2 2.70
1.0 14.1 3.21
1.5 15.1 3.16
2.0 14.8 4.12
6.0 20.0 5.39
12 15.5 3.65
18 15.3 4.03
24 14.8 2.67

Average 15.6 3.62
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